A combination of the clip-with-line method and the tunnel technique during esophageal endoscopic submucosal dissection: a technical solution?

A 76-year-old woman was referred to our endoscopy unit for endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) of a 3-cm-diameter nodule exhibiting high grade dysplasia and complicating a large Barrett’s esophagus. A classic tunnel was created beneath the lesion (Fig. 1) with a HybridKnife Type T (ERBE Elektromedizin, Tübingen, Germany). After incision of the mucosa on both sides of the tumor, the scope was withdrawn. A Resolution Clip (Boston Scientific, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) was inserted into the operative channel of the endoscope and attached to a 250-cm line made of nonabsorbable suture wire (Peters Surgical, Paris, France) bent in a U-shape. The scope was reinserted with the line in parallel, and the clip with the attached line was placed at the proximal side of the tunnel (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Constant countertraction, applied by grasping the external part of the line with a plastic 11g Kocher forceps (Nessicare dressing kit, LCH Medical Products, Paris, France), facilitated excellent exposure of the remaining submucosal layers (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) on both sides, greatly aiding dissection after tunneling (Fig. 6, Video 1).

The esophagus is often considered the most difficult location in which to perform ESD. The narrow diameter compromises scope maneuverability, and the thin wall increases the risk of perforation [1]. However, esophageal ESD is often essential, as indicated by the epidemiology of early-stage esophageal cancer in Europe and the high morbidity rate associated with esophageal surgical procedures. Technically, during ESD, it is essential to ensure good exposure of the submucosal layer after circumferential incision. Two relevant methods have been described. First, the clip-with-line method facilitates good countertraction of the lesion [2]. A clip is inserted into the operative channel of the scope, and a line running parallel to the scope is attached to the clip. The scope is reinserted, and the clip is placed at the proximal side of the lesion. Tension (applied with a 10-g weight or gentle, repetitive manual traction) creates countertraction, which facilitates good exposure of the submucosal layer. However, the clip-with-line method is not a panacea; it is not easy to position the clip effectively, and specimen rotation is still possible, particularly near the end of the procedure.

Other groups have described the tunnel technique [3]. After mucosal incision on the distal side and the proximal side, a submucosal tunnel is progressively created beneath the lesion. This allows good constant exposure of the submucosal...
layer, facilitating quick and safe dissection, especially when a HybridKnife is used. However, the lateral margins of the tunnel are difficult to resect, and at the end of tunneling, resection can be very challenging.

A combination of the clip-with-line method and the tunnel technique greatly facilitates esophageal ESD and may become standard.
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